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ABSTRACT

Cycling is a popular urban mobility solution. However, cyclists are more vulnerable and relatively

unprotected compared to other road users. In Germany, the number of accidents with cycling children

increases dramatically between the ages of 8 and 14 years, which is caused by their not fully developed

cycling skills and understanding of traffic. The project Safety4Bikes aims at mitigating the risk of young

cyclists by developing appropriate modular assistance systems that detect situational hazards and promote

safe behaviour. Within the project, we are developing novel visual, tactile and acoustic signals integrated in

bicycles and helmets to convey information for children in an understandable and non-distracting way.

Embedding the cyclist into the surrounding context, we develop and investigate sensor technologies,

algorithms and routing strategies needed for identification of the behaviour of cyclists on the road, traffic

signs, safest routes and trajectory corrections. Additionally, we focus on the enhancements of Car2X

communication to enable the exchange of information with other vehicles. The project follows a user

centric approach in which the developed system components are continuously tested and adapted to the

needs and characteristics of the target group. Answering the question of how the components will have to

interact with the user is an important part of the research. Therefore, we evaluate the efficacy of the



designed interaction and recognition methods as well as sensors, algorithms and routing strategies through

laboratory experiments and bicycle simulators. With controlled test-track experiments on a test route, the

components are further evaluated and optimised.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Bicycles are a more environmentally friendly and healthier alternative to other means of transport and

especially cars (Johansson et al., 2017) and they are also very important in the field of urban transportation

(Adams et al., 2017). Another advantage over cars is that not only adults are able and allowed to use them:

Children start riding bicycles in early childhood and for children from about ten years of age, i.e. from lower

secondary school onwards, not only the distances covered by bicycles increase, but also their independence

from their  parents.  During  this  time,  the  bicycle  plays  an important  role  in  independent  mobility  and

movement (Funk, 2010). However, cycling children are among the more vulnerable road users: On the one

hand,  they are not fully  developed yet with regard to their  physical-motoric,  social  and cognitive skills

(Johnsen and Funk 2017; Schmidt and Funk, 2019) and on the other hand, they are relatively unprotected in

road  traffic  compared  to  car  occupants.

E.g.  the  official  German  traffic  accident

statistics  show  that  the  number  of

accidents  rises  rapidly  between the ages

of  10 and 15 (Figure 1).  These accidents

are  often  caused  by  misconduct  in  road

traffic,  e.g.  wrong  use  of  the  road,

incorrect  behaviour  when  turning  off or

failure to observe right-of-way regulations

(Destatis,  2017).In  the  context  of  the

project Safety4Bikes, a modular assistance

system for cyclists and particularly cycling
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Figure 1: Bicycle accidents of children and adolescents in 
2017 in Germany (Destatis, 2017).



children  is  developed  which  observes  the  user’s  traffic  behaviour  and  draws  attention  to  the  correct

behaviour  in  certain  situations,  sends  warnings  or  notifications  in  the  case  of  acute  dangers  in  the

immediate vicinity and avoids potentially dangerous situations by adapting the driving route according to

the current traffic. Therefore, these critical situations need to be determined, suitable sensors need to be

developed and bicycles need to be integrated into Car2X communication - that is, the wireless network that

connects future vehicles on the road (Sommer and Dressler,  2014).  Also,  the implemented educational

measures, like feedback on the ride, should be effective and child-friendly. The aim is to prevent bicycle

accidents from rising continuously during the years of early adolescence. S

afety for cycling children can be enhanced by educational measures, traffic infrastructure improvements

and system enhancements, for which some preparatory work already exists:  Behavioural prevention and

educational measures such as driving-training reduce the risk of accidents significantly, especially at a young

age (Ducheyne et al., 2014). However, these measures reach biological and developmental psychological

limits in children. In the area of traffic infrastructure, in addition to the establishment of special cycle paths,

additional adaptations such as in the Traffic Eye Zurich, where a context-sensitive, premature release of

traffic lights for cyclists is enabled (Jordova et al., 2012) were confirmed to be beneficial. 

Technical adaptations of the bicycle primarily increase the visibility and attention guidance of cyclists: The

LucidBrake is an intelligent brake light that simultaneously increases visibility and indicates future driving

manoeuvres to other  road users  at  an early  stage (Santiago-Saavedra  and Mercado-Castellanos,  2018).

Grosse-Puppendahl et al. (2015) present so-called wearable low-resolution displays, which are attached to

the  cyclist's  body  or  clothing  increasing  the  cyclist's  visibility  and  enabling  the  display  of  abstract

information.

Another approach is equipping the bicycle with sensors enhancing security: In a presentation by Volvo, POC

and  Ericsson  at  CES2015  a  concept  was  shown  which  warns  cyclists  of  approaching  cars  at  unclear

intersections by means of LEDs illuminated in the field of vision (Ruß and Naumann, 2015).

Should an accident nevertheless  occur,  the Connected Bike  can notify  the emergency doctor  and thus

accelerate the arrival of the first responders if necessary (Adams et al., 2017). In the field of route planning



and assessment, smartphone applications and internet services for cyclists can increase road safety. For

instance, the website RideTheCity excludes dangerous road areas during route planning and chooses safe

routes  with  bicycle  paths  (Hübner  et  al.,  2017).  Not  only  adaptations  to  bicycles  are  taken  into

consideration:  Technical  adaptations  of  cars  can  improve  the  perception of  cyclists  by  road  users  and

therefore enhance the safety of cyclists. The focus is on improved attention guidance for the driver. The Bike

Sense Concept integrates interactive elements on the vehicle body that can warn motorists about cyclists in

their vicinity (Biondi and Skrypchuk, 2016). Ganzhorn et al. (2011) suggest warning of children at school bus

stops by highlighting these areas in navigation systems. The LEXGUARD system informs automobile road

users  as  soon as  other  road users  are  in  the blind spot  (De Lausnay et  al.,  2011).  The  project  Active

Pedestrian Safety (AFUSS) also tries to identify these blind-spot-situations by means of sensors mounted on

the vehicle (Kranz et  al.,  2016).  The Car2X solution prevents accidents between two cars by equipping

vehicles with communication systems that send status messages at  regular intervals  with notes on risk

situations such as traffic jams (Kleine-Besten et al., 2012). A considerable amount of research on Car2X is

now derived from computer simulations which, however, only take cars into account (Mühlbacher et al.

2011).  However,  with  the  current  advancement  for  improving  bicycle  safety,  conceivable  demand  still

remain regarding  the applicability  for  children:  Neither  environmental  sensors  nor  interaction methods

suitable for children have been developed for bicycles yet. This, however, is very important because young

adolescents are a particular risk group for bicycle accidents (Figure 1). As their cognitive and motor skills

differ from those of adults (Johnsen and Funk 2017; Schmidt and Funk, 2019), systems developed for adults

cannot be transferred to children without further work. Technical approaches could be especially suitable

for  children  because  they  could  compensate  developmental  constraints  and  sensory  limitations  with

sensors and smart prediction. Another aspect to be considered is dynamically adapting the driving route

depending on the current safety situation on the street and suggesting safer routes.  By this  approach,

detours have only to be chosen if there is a safety issue on the normal route and thus the acceptance of

these detours could be higher than of statically defined ones. Notable is also that the urgently needed

integration of cyclists into the Car2X system has not been taken into account in the standards yet. It is

important  to  analyse  to  what  extent  and  with  what  adaptations  the  computer  simulations  and  the



respective communication protocols  established  today can be  transferred to  cyclists.  Through this,  the

motorists’ attention can be drawn to cyclists and accidents can be prevented when obstacles impair the

view of road users.  However, not only motorists but also cyclists need to be warned so they can react

appropriately.  Using  the  already  existing  Car2X  platform  is  advantageous,  as  cars  would  not  need

completely new equipment for this. Educational measures also reduce the risk of accidents (Ducheyne et

al., 2014), so these should not be disregarded. While bicycle training and road safety education is already

established in almost all  German schools (Funk, 2010),  in-situ education is  not implemented, yet.  This,

however, would increase the effectivity because the repetition and automation of actions as well as the

transfer of knowledge to other situations improve the sustainability of what has been learned (Edelmann

and Wittmann, 2012). In consequence, this article introduces a corresponding system components and their

inter-play within a cycling system especially targeting children. 

2 RESULTING SYSTEM TO INCREASE SAFETY

To  combine  all  of  the  aforementioned

requirements and thus profit  from all  of  them

simultaneously,  it  is  necessary  to  develop  an

assistance  system  for  bicycles  with  various

components:  The  assistance  system  to  be

developed  is  a  combination  of  software  and

hardware  components  consisting  of  sensors,

actuators and processors on the bicycle and the

helmet  seen  in  Figure  2.  Methods  for

environmental and behavioural recognition are implemented which make it possible to recognize dangerous

situations. Multimodal and ambient human-technology interactions for the bicycle and the helmet provide

especially  cycling  children  with  information  about  routes  and  reminders  of  certain  actions,  as  well  as

warnings of acute dangers without distracting from traffic. As user interface a smartphone application is

chosen as, in Germany, smartphones are widespread even among young adolescents (Berg, 2017). Children

and  persons  responsible  for  traffic  education,  such  as  teachers  and  traffic  guards,  contribute  to  the

Figure 2: The implemented bicycle in the scope of 
our project.



development of  the assistance system with their  practical  experience and their  proximity to the target

group.

To meet the needs of  the target group and identify the corresponding requirements for the assistance

system the cognitive and motor abilities of children during cycling manouvers are investigated. To this end,

established models of developmental psychology are considered and possible improvements to be offered

by  assistance  systems  are  extracted.  Also,  the  analysis  of  childrens’  psychomotor  and  cognitive  skills

contributes to understand why especially children get distracted from the traffic and how to overcome this.

Another point of interest is for which purposes children use their bicycles, as these data are not collected in

the  official  statistics  but  can  be  correlated  with  target  group-specific  accident  causes.  Therefore,

understanding why children use their bicycles can provide indications of approaches to accident prevention,

e.g. in which cases an assistance system could help.

Additionally, the cognitive abilities of children need to be taken into consideration so the operation of the

assistance system does not overstrain or distract the users.

In addition, focus group discussions with parents and children are initiated to assess the attitudes of both

towards technical assistance systems on bicycles. It  is necessary to

identify if technical solutions are trusted and which level of assistance

is tolerated by the target group. This leads to ethical, social and legal

aspects, for instance, research with and on minors, the intervention

of  technical  systems in  the  autonomy of  action or  possible  social

monitoring by parents. These aspects need to be identified and an

adequate handling should be elaborated.

2.1 Components for assistance

The components of the assistance system are divided into sensors,

actuators,  processors  and  a  smartphone  application  (Figure  3).

Sensors  are,  for  example,  depth  sensors,  laser  scanners  and

ultrasonic sensors on the handlebar. Additionally, cameras in driving

direction and directed to the cyclist or force sensors on the pedalsFigure 3: Components of the 
assistance system.



are implemented. Actuators are vibration motors on the handlebar, helmet-mounted speakers and LEDs in

the peripheral field of vision or glasses with integrated displays. The processors, the communication unit

and the rechargeable battery are located at the bicycle’s back end. As the smartphone with the application

is not meant to be used while cycling, it does not need to be attached to the bicycle.

2.2 Detection of Acute Dangerous Situations

The  bicycle  and  helmet  are  equipped

with suitable sensors and communication

technology.  Depth cameras  are  used  to

record the surroundings, the other road

users  and  cyclist  itself  and  providing

spatial information of them. The covered

areas by the depth cameras are showed

in  Figure  4.  With  force  sensors  and

inertial measurement units (IMUs) in the pedals we determine the revolutions per minute by the cyclist and

if the cyclists stands or sits. Further the orientations of the feet are important to measure the power and to

observe barking maneuvers by an existing backpedal brake system. Additional IMUs and odometry provide

insights on the movement and speed of the bicycle and extend GPS-based positioning information of the

cycle. The imaging system is used to recognise the traffic situation and the user’s traffic behaviour such as

viewing direction and hand signals and is essential part for identifying cyclists’ recognition of dangerous

situations.

A suitable position for sensors on bicycles and helmets does not impair the safety and the users’ comfort

and  convenience.  At  the  same  time,  the  sensor  positioning  considers  sensors’  optimal  recognition  of

surrounding and the cyclist. Therefore, a thorough analysis of the sensors and the design space is necessary

and the suitability of sensors is evaluated in terms of accuracy and suitability so an ideal sensor-setup can

be identified.

In addition, existing libraries such as OpenPose for posture tracking of the cyclists (Zhe et al., 2017) and

KittiBox for car-detection (Teichmann et al., 2018) are integrated (examplistic shown results shown in Figure

Environmental Area

Cyclist Behaviour

Figure 4: Areas of the imaging system.



5).  Based  on  this  extracted  fundamental

information,  classification  algorithms  that

distinguish  critical  from  non-critical

situations  and  compliant  from  non-

compliant  behaviours  have  still  to  be

implemented.

Increasing  the  information  density,  these

algorithms will consider addition information

obtained  by  the  sensors,  radio

communication  between  bicycles  and  cars

via Car2X. In consequence, computer traffic simulations are extended to bicycles (Heinovski et al., 2019) and

a protocol that enables the communication of bicycles via Car2X is derived, so that bicycles can be included

in  the  already  existing  wireless  network  between future  vehicles  without  the  need to change  existing

standards (Loewen et al., 2017).

2.3 Smartphone Application as User Interface and Route Planner

A smartphone application is used as a platform connecting all components of the assistance system. The

main purposes of this app are navigation control, an overview of the current situation on the route and

instructions concerning traffic behaviour. The app should only be operated before and after the ride, but not

while cycling.

The design for the application is suitable for children. Therefore, their requirements for the app and their

ability  to operate it  are taken into consideration and different prototypes are iteratively evaluated and

further developed by the target group.

Since the app informs the user when a misconduct they committed is detected, it is evaluated how this

educational measure can be presented in an encouraging and understandable way.

In addition to the educational aspects, the system contains a routing algorithm for bicycle paths and reacts

dynamically to current dangerous situations on the route. The corresponding routing algorithm dynamically

identifies  the  currently  safest  routes.  For  this,  separated  bicycle  paths  and  other  bicycle-related

Figure 5: Environmental and cyclist posture detection 
for behaviour classification.



infrastructure are included into a map. Furthermore, the determination of critical sections of the route in

almost real time is realised by using the sensor data of other bicycles equipped with the assistance system

on this route. To this end, the users of the assistance system are connected among each other via mobile

communication. It is defined which situations should be classified as dangerous, in which cases detours are

the  better  option  and  maximal  suitable  route-distance  extensions  resulting  from  detours  without

challenging the user’s acceptance. For classifying dangerous situations, accident statistics give indications of

potentially dangerous traffic situations.

2.4 Communication of Instructions and Hazard Warnings

Through a series of  laboratory and controlled test-track experiments,  multimodal assistance systems to

encode warnings and navigation cues and traffic behavior recommendations have been investigated. We

investigated especially visual cues integrated in the helmets and on the handlebar, acoustic signals and

speech in the helmet, and vibrotactile feedback on the grips of the handlebar.

2.4.1Warnings

In our experiments we distinguish between two types of warning signals: directional cues and immediate

actions (Matviienko et al., 2018). Directional cues are used for guiding cyclists’ attention and immediate

actions imply a breaking after perceiving an alert. In our work [29], we showed that with the support of

warnings child cyclists faced no accidents in the bicycle simulator. Additionally, we discovered that children

spend  more  time  perceiving  visual  than  auditory  or  vibrotactile  cues.  We  also  found  that  unimodal

encodings  were  applicable  for  directional  cues  and  multimodal  for  immediate  actions.  Lastly,  trimodal

warnings performed better for understandability and lead to shorter reaction times.

2.4.2 Navigation cues

In the experiments  for  the navigational  cues,  we found that auditory navigational  cues  were the most

understandable  and the least  prone to navigation errors,  and the vibration feedback coupled with  the

speech navigation instructions might be used as a reminder to show hand signals before performing a turn

(Matviienko et al., 2019).



3 CONCLUSION

Considering the recent state of the art regarding bicycle safety, potential can be especially seen in enhanced

technical systems for cyclists. The aim of Safety4Bikes is the development of an assistance system that is

connected with a smartphone application.  A human-centred design process ensures that the individual

modules take the needs and requirements of the target group into account.

To this end, the cognitive and motor skills of children will be evaluated and a concept for instructions for

cyclists will be developed. Above that, suitable sensors and measuring points for bicycles will be identified

and existing Car2X communication will be extended to bicycles. Additionally, changing routes dynamically

depending on the current safety situation will be made possible. The developed driver assistance system

will be evaluated by children on a demonstrator in a protective environment. Still, the efficacy of the whole

system needs to be evaluated and is part of our future work as well as the completion by a cyclist behaviour

model.
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